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Humidity
a high or a low one, as it assists vaporization of all kinds of gases with-
out seriously affecting persistence. At low temperatures mustard gas
becomes a solid, and this may render its presence difficult to detect. Its
chemical composition, however, is not destroyed when it is frozen, and
it becomes effective as soon as it resumes the liquid form. In hot weather
the persistence of mustard gas is reduced, but under such conditions
high concentrations are likely to occur in the vicinity of contaminated
areas owing to its rapid vaporization. Moisture in the atmosphere, when
there is little wind, assists the formation of a gas cloud and tends to
keep it low, but heavy rain has the clTect of destroying or removing
gases, although this may not always be the case. In any weather in which
it is possible for aircraft to fly gas may be released from the air.
Soil
mud
The nature of the soil has also an important bearing on the effective-
ness of a persistent gas. Should the ground be soft and dry, liquids are
absorbed and the possibility of injury from direct contact with the free
liquid is reduced. This contrasts with the persistence of free and un-
absorbed liquid which may remain for a considerable time on soft wet
Contaminated ground. In such circumstances contaminated mud is more liable to be
picked up and carried on boots, and if these are worn in an enclosed
space, such as a room or dressing station, a concentration of gas capable
of producing casualties may result. Liquid gas penetrates into hard
ground slowly and, when liberated on such a surface from containers
which burst either by force of contact or by detonation, is scattered
over a large area. Contaminated bricks and other absorbent hard
materials favour persistence.
Topography
Topographical features must also be taken into consideration, as the
concentration of gas which it is possible to maintain varies according
to whether the gas is liberated in a built-up area, a heavily wooded area,
or in open country. In built-up areas, owing to the screening effect of
buildings, or in other sheltered places, such as woods or sunken roads,
liquid gas persists longer and non-persistent gas disperses more slowly
than in less sheltered areas.
Concentra-
tion
The concentration necessary to produce a lethal effect varies with the
different types of gas, each having its own effective limit. Unlike
the others, mustard gas has a cumulative action and, provided the con-
centration is sufficient to make its characteristic odour perceptible, is
capable of producing casualties. A further factor which enters into this
question is the length of time of exposure to the agent. The lower the
concentration, provided that it is within its effective limit, the greater
the length of time the gas will take to produce its characteristic
effect.
Non-persist-
ent gases
Non-persistent gases are unlikely to be effective unless the element of
surprise is present and the maximum concentration of gas is rapidly
produced. Even with a maximum concentration, such as may be pro-
duced under war conditions, the gas will not immediately give rise to
casualties unless it is deeply inhaled.
Persons trained to detect gases and accustomed to the use of'the

